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Hello!




I'm an award-winning writer and former magazine journalist based in Toronto.
I shine a light on organizations and people who are changing the world for good.
As a storyteller, I help translate complex research, academic initiatives, educational programming, charitable causes, strategic plans and other special projects into compelling and inspiring:
	cases for support

	proposals 

	campaigns

	reports

	strategic plans

	magazine-style stories 

	news/opinion articles

	speeches


Are you looking for the right words to bring your vision to life?
Get in touch. I would love to meet you!













Let's chat

































Clients




I am grateful to have supported these incredible organizations.













	University of Toronto

	Rotman School of Management 

	Toronto Metropolitan University









	Toronto Academic Health Science Network

	St. Michael's Foundation









	Branksome Hall

	Havergal College

	Toronto Life

	Reader's Digest


















"Carolyn is a fantastic writer, strategist and thinker. She has a perceptive and nuanced understanding of advancement communications needs, a compelling writing style and a collaborative approach. If you need someone to elevate and sharpen your communications work, Carolyn is the right fit. She's a pleasure to work with."

Jonathan Leitch
Executive Director, Integrated Marketing and Content Strategy
University of Toronto





























Selected Projects




A snapshot of the projects I've had the opportunity to develop. You can find more of my work here.
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TAHSN Impact Report 2023: Together We Are Asking The Big Questions




A glimpse of the Toronto Academic Health Science Network’s progress and impact. 
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Branksome Hall's Strategy Refresh 2022-25 
A compelling snapshot of Branksome Hall's strategic refresh, featuring proof point examples for each strategic priority.
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Rotman Investors' Report 2019
Magazine-style donor report, highlighting key areas of impact through journalistic storytelling and bold graphic design.













"Carolyn is a quick learner, a gifted writer and a thoughtful strategist. She consistently delivers compelling narratives to support organizational goals, including translating complex concepts and centering impact."

Linda Quattrin
Executive Director of Communications, U of T Temerty Faculty of Medicine 






























Get in touch at carolyn@caromorris.ca
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